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It's early days but staff at The Australian Financial Review, just like in organisations

around the country, are a week into the strange new world of regular work from

home and virtual teams.

In many organisations this will involve staff communicating via Microsoft Teams,

or Google Hangouts, with an array of video conferencing options like Zoom, Skype,

Webex and Hangouts to show our colleagues the reality of how we live.

Business gets used to remote teams but
there's one common problem

It is early days for many organisations working out how to work remotely,

but with a few ground rules in place some are finding it better than going

to the office.
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He may look cute ... but Mr Raccoon says go away and take your chattering with you to a different Slack
channel. iStock

At the Financial Review it has meant everyone piling on to the previously silent

Slack channels, and putting on shirts to conduct video interviews (with shorts and

tracksuit pants carefully hidden from view.)

With fortuitous timing Slack's new regional CEO Matt Loop was available for a

Zoom chat from his home so I was able to pass on some feedback from colleagues,

with the idea that if we are grumbling about something, others probably are too.

Journalists love a whinge, but it was pleasantly surprising that when I "Slacked"

everyone to ask how they were liking the brave new era that most replies were

pretty positive.

Foreign correspondents felt like they were more a part of the main newsroom than

they ever had before and one reporter, based in Sydney's head office, said the

visibility of discussions among her colleagues made her feel much more connected

to the overall decisions being taken.

One common complaint was the noise ... so many threads, so many notifications ...

so many ways to feel like you are working without actually working.
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Loop says that Slack has solved that problem by means of a polite raccoon ... no,

that isn't a typo ... an emoji of a raccoon has become a way of telling someone that

they are posting in the wrong channel, or becoming a distraction.

Being "raccooned" has become a way of keeping order, without causing offence.

"Aside from that the way this has to work with people working remotely is to set

boundaries and respect them," Loop says.

"So be clear on when you're working and when you're not working, because you

still need to step away from work. So [new users] need to adopt the status change

next to your name, to say if you're available or not ... and everyone needs to respect

that."
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